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Abstract

We have been investigating evolutionary meth-
ods to design behavioral strategies for intelligent
robots in multi-agent environments. Such ~nvi-
ronments resemble an ecological system in which
species evolve and adapt in a complex interaction
with other evolving and adapting species. This
paper will report on our investigations of alter-
native co-evolutionary approaches in the context
of a simulated multi-agent environment.

Background

This is a progress report on our efforts to design in-
telligent robots for complex environments. The sort of
applications we have in mind include sentry robots, au-
tonomous delivery vehicles, undersea surveillance ve-
hicles, and automated warehouse robots. We are in-
vestigating the issues relating to machine learning on
representative tasks such as playing hide-and-seek, tag,
or competing to find hidden objects. Our test bed in-
cludes multiple mobile robots.

We have been investigating evolutionary methods to
design behavioral strategies for such tasks. In par-
ticular, we are exploring the information processing
capabilities of genetic algorithms that improve system
performance through simulated evolution.

Much of the earlier work in genetic algorithms has fo-
cused on static environments, i.e., environments whose
most important characteristics do not vary in time.
For example, we have used genetic algorithms for learn-
ing reactive rules for navigation and collision avoidance
for environments in which is assumed that the obsta-
cles move slowly relative to the robot (8). We have
also investigated evolutionary methods in dynamic en-
vironments. For example, Cobb and Grefenstette (2)
examined genetic algorithms for randomly shifting en-
vironments. If the changes in the environments can
be detected and classified by the learning system, then
case-based methods can by applied (6). However, 
environment which contains other learning agents more
closely resembles an ecological system in which species
evolve and adapt in a complex interaction with other
evolving and adapting species. This paper reports on

our investigations of such systems in the context of a
simulated multi-agent environment. These results are
also being transferred to the design of experimental
physical robotic systems (8).

Alternative Co-evolutionary Methods

The topic of co-evolutionary systems is receiving in-
creased attention lately. Rosen and Belew (7) have
proposed novel co-evolutionary methods, and have
tested them on simple two player games. Bull, Fog-
arty and Snaith (1) also have studied different regimes
for cooperative tasks. This study follows up on these
studies, comparing a larger number of co-evolutionary
regimes on a more complex multi-agent tasks, using
a genetic algorithm that learns symbolic reactive rules
(SAMUEL). The testbed includes one competitive task
and one cooperative task. Both tasks will initially in-
volve two agents, but can easily be extended to larger
interacting groups.

In studies of single genetic algorithms, the fitness
of each individual is usually computed by testing the
individual on the performance task, which generally
involves a fixed task environment. For example, if the
task involves competing against other agents, the other
agents used in the computation of the fitness func-
tion would used a fixed set of decision rules. Since
we are now interested in environments that include
other evolving agents, we must alter the fitness calcula-
tion appropriately. For this project, we have identified
six alternative methods that use genetic algorithms to
learn rules for robot agents. The first two are base-
line experiments that use a single genetic algorithm.
The final four involve two genetic algorithms running
in parallel. The six methods are:

1. A single genetic algorithm in which the first agent
learns while the second agent uses uses a hand-
crafted set of rules. In the competitive study the
second agent is an "expert competitor" and in the
cooperative study the second agent is an expert "co-
operator".

2. A single genetic algorithm that evolves a set of rules
to be used by both agents.
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3. Separate genetic algorithms for each agent, with
each agent being evaluated against a random mem-
ber in the current generation of the opposing genetic
algorithm.

4. Separate genetic algorithms for each agent, with
each agent being evaluated against the previous
champion of the opposing genetic algorithm. The
term champion refers to the highest scoring individ-
ual in a particular generation.

5. Separate genetic algorithms for each agent, with
each agent being evaluated against a random selec-
tion of previous champions in the opponent genetic
algorithm.

6. Separate genetic algorithms for each agent, with
each agent being evaluated on the basis its ability to
defeat opponents that few others in the current gen-
eration can. Rosen and Belew call this competitive
fitness sharing (7). We plan to develop a coopera-
tive version of this method.

We hypothesize that the co-evolutionary approaches
should generally outperform the approaches using a
single genetic algorithm. We also expect that the latter
two co-evolutionary methods should outperform the
first two.

System Description

The experiments described here use SAMUEL, a sys-
tem that learns strategies, or sets of decision rules, us-
ing genetic algorithms (4). SAMUEL maintains a pop-
ulation of competing strategies, as shown in Figure 1.
Strategies are evaluated by running a simulation of the
intended task environment in which the learning agent
uses the given strategy to perform a task. Each at-
tempt to perform a task is called an episode. After
each episode, an automated critic provides an overall
assessment that scores the performance of the learning
agent on the given task. We are especially interested
in complex environments in which the learning agent
must deal with a variety of conditions, including noisy
sensors, noisy actuators and other independent agents.
To reflect this environmental complexity, we typically
average the performance of a given strategy over many
learning episodes, changing the environmental condi-
tions for each episode.

Once all strategies in the population have been eval-
uated, SAMUEL generates a new population of strate-
gies in three steps. First, strategies are selected for
reproduction based on their observed fitness. Second,
changes (mutations) are made to generate new rules
that are slight variations or combinations of existing
rules. Finally, the selected strategies are recombined
by exchanging rules between parent strategies. Rules
that are active during high performance episodes are
exchanged as a group, in order to promote the spread
of effective behaviors throughout the population. More
detailed descriptions of SAMUEL are in (4)(3).

Individual 1

Individual 2

IF a and band cTHEN A I
IF d and e and c THEN B

I
IF qand r THEN C I

IF s and e and c THEN B

IF a and b and c THEN A I
IF ¯ and c THEN BIndividual n

Figure 1: A Population of Strategies in SAMUEL

®

Figure 2: Robots Competing for Food in a 2-D World

Previous studies with SAMUEL have shown that the
system is capable of learning strategies for a variety of
interesting tasks, including evading a predator, follow-
ing a prey, tracking another agent at a distance, and
navigating through an obstacle field (8) (3).

The SAMUEL system has been extended in the
past year to accommodate multiple evolving popula-
tions (i.e., multiple, concurrent SAMUEL’s whose pop-
ulation members are evaluated in a common environ-
ment)(5).

Case Studies

We consider two types of tasks: a task requiring com-
petition between the agents; and a task requiring coop-
eration. Both tasks consist of food gathering by robotic
agents that navigate in a two-dimensional world of
bounded extent. See Figure 2.

The robot behaviors consist of sets of IF condition
THEN action rules. The atomic conditions are the
following sensors:

TIME: The number of steps elapsed in the current
episode.

ENERGY: The agent’s current energy level.

GOAL: Indicates presence or absence (i.e., consump-
tion) of food.
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G-RANGE: Distance to food (if any).

G-BEARING: Bearing to food (if any).

RG-RANGE: Distance between other robot and
food (if any).

The actions consist of:

TURN: Set agent’s turning rate.

SPEED: Set agent’s speed.

The agent’s energy level increases when it consumes
food and it decreases

¯ with each time step,

¯ with distance traveled, and

¯ with amount of turning.

The objective of learning is to evolve a strategy for
food gathering which maximizes the agent’s lifetime
average energy level. The learning process is broken
down into individual episodes, beginning with the ap-
pearance of the energy resource and lasting for 30 time
steps. At the end of each episode, the critic provides
payoff based on net energy change during the episode.
Since we are interested in learning long-term strate-
gies, the evaluation of strategies is performed over a
sequence of 120 episodes, with the energy levels of the
robots being reset after each set of 20 episodes.

The differences between the competitive and coop-
erative performance tasks are:

Competitive Task: The first agent to reach the food
"captures" it, and blocks the other agent from con-
suming it.

Cooperative Task: Both agents must cooperate in
order to consume the food. Cooperation in this case
consists of both agents being at the food simultane-
ously. A single agent is unable to consume any food
unless the other agent is present.

The second task models a situation in which the food
consists of a type of prey that can only be captured or
killed by two or more predators.

Experimental Results
This section describes our experimental efforts to date.
Given our goals of comparing a rather large number
of co-evolutionary methods, the current results must
be considered preliminary. The complete comparisons
will clearly require many more experiments. We begin
by discussing results on the competitive task. This is
followed by the results on the cooperative task, and
our views on future directions for this project.

The Competitive Task
Five different evolutionary methods have been studied
so far, corresponding to the first five methods listed in
Section 2, namely:

1. A single genetic algorithm against a fixed high per-
formance opponent.

2. A single genetic algorithm that learns a common
strategy for both agents.

3. Co-evolving populations competing against the cur-
rent members of opposing population.

4. Co-evolving populations evaluated against the most
recent champion from the opposing population.

5. Co-evolving populations evaluated against randomly
selected past champions from the opposing popula-
tion.

The sixth method is still under development. We hy-
pothesize that the later methods would generally out-
perform the earlier ones, for the following reasons:
¯ Method 1 is likely to evolve a particular strategy

that is effective against the fixed opponent. How-
ever, there will be no selective pressure to generalize
this evolved strategy against other possible oppo-
nents. The result therefore may be brittle.

¯ Method 2 is expected to explore the space of strate-
gies with a bias toward symmelric strategies that
produce good results as long as the opposing agents
both use the same rules. It is not clear that, in
this task, high performance strategies are necessar-
ily symmetric. In addition, by restricting the search
to symmetric strategies, it is possible the that ge-
netic algorithm will show a bias toward strategies
that may be easily defeated by other, non-symmetric
strategies.

¯ Method 3 evaluates strategies in one population
against current strategies in the opposing popula-
tion. This makes it possible that each genetic al-
gorithm will adapt to the current strategies of the
opposing genetic algorithm, without necessarily de-
veloping a robust general strategy. The results are
not necessarily symmetric as in Method 2, but may
exhibit a noticeable bias based on the progress of the
opposing genetic algorithm.

Method 4 is similar to Method 3 except that, since
all strategies in one genetic algorithm are evaluated
against the most recent best strategy from the oppos-
ing genetic algorithm, the fitness measurements in a
given population are likely to exhibit less noise than
in Method 3. Reduced noise in the fitness should im-
prove the learning rate for these genetic algorithms
over Method 3.

Method 5 involves evaluating each individual against
an opponent selected at random from the set of all
previous champions produced by the opposing ge-
netic algorithm. By restricting the evaluations to
previous champions, the noise in the fitness mea-
sure should be reduced (although not as much as in
Method 4). By choosing opponents from the entire
set of previous champions from the opposing genetic
algorithm, it should be possible to avoid converging
to a narrow sub-class of the space of possible strate-
gies. This method is expected to yield the most ro-
bust strategies for the task.
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One set of issues concerns the learning rate asso-
ciated with each of the alternative methods. Figures
3-5 show learning curves for these five methods. Each
method was run five times for 50 generations. The ex-
perimental results obtained thus far are consistent with
the expectation that each genetic algorithm evolves an
effective strategy for opponents used in the fitness eval-
uation.

Figure 3 compares the learning curves for Methods
1 and 2, the methods that each use a single genetic al-
gorithm. Method 2 shows a definite advantage over
Method 1, yielding a final mean performance of 83
for Method 2 vs. a final mean performance of 79 for
Method 1. These results are consistent with expecta-
tions.

The final three methods employ separate genetic al-
gorithms for each agent. One questions of interest
here is whether the separate genetic algorithms tend
to track the performance of the other. Figure 4 ad-
dresses this issue by showing the learning curves for
the two genetic algorithms in Method 3. (In this case,
we have removed the error bars for readability.) Figure

4 shows that there is no perceptible difference in the
performance between the opposing genetic algorithms
in Method 3. This same result was also observed for
Methods 4 and 5.

Figure 5 directly compares the three co-evolutionary
methods. There are only negligible differences between
Methods 3 and 4 on this task. The top graph corre-
sponds to Method 5, which outperforms the others as
expected. All three co-evolutionary methods outper-
formed the single-GA methods, as expected.

Another focus of these experiments is the robust-
ness of the rules learned under the various co-evolution
schemes. Robustness refers to how well a given strat-
egy performs against a variety of opponent strategies.
The tasks being considered here, while not highly com-
plex, are still beyond the scope of available analysis
techniques. Consequently, we do not have an effective
procedure for systematically generating a representa-
tive sample of opponents strategies. Instead, we have
decided to use the strategies evolved under the vari-
ous genetic algorithms as the set of opponents against
which we will measure the robustness of the learned
strategies. For each task, we consider five different
co-evolutionary methods. Each method has been exe-
cuted five times, yielding a total of 25 evolved strate-
gies (choosing the best strategy in the final population
as the output of a given run). Given the differences
among the methods and the fact that genetic algo-
rithms are randomized procedures, it is reasonable to
assume that these 30 strategies exhibit some signifi-
cant differences. Each strategy is then tested against
all 25 strategies, where each test is run for 200 episodes.
Since we have five strategies representing each method,
we have a total of 125 data points from testing each
method. The results are shown in Table 1. The results
are surprising, since all methods except Method 2 ex-
hibit very similar levels of robustness in these tests. We
suspect that the task may be too simple to illustrate
the expected differences among these methods. Fur-
ther studies with more demanding forms of the task
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Method Mean Std
1 76.6 10.3
2 56.6 21.1
3 73.0 13.3
4 72.6 11.0
5 74.4 10.4

Table 1: Table 1: Robustness on Task 1

Method Mean Std
1 47.5 25.4
2 46.4 26.5
3 21.5 1.3
4 27.2 16.6
5 48.4 26.2

Table 2: Table 2: Robustness on Task 2

are currently underway.

The Cooperative Task

A similar series of experiments were performed on the
cooperative version of the task. It must be noted that
the cooperative form of the task is much more difficult
that the competitive form, since the simple strategy
of always approaching the food in the most efficient
manner, which works so well in the first task, is doomed
to failure in the second. To survive in the cooperative
task environment, the agent must learn to conserve its
own energy by ignoring the food if the other agent is
not close enough to help capture it. An agent that
always approaches the food, without the benefit of the
other agent, soon loses all its energy and dies.

As above, the five methods of co-evolution were exe-
cuted; the final strategies were then evaluated against
all the other evolved strategies. The results are shown
in Table 2.

The surprising results here are that Method 5 shows
a high level of robustness compared to the similar
Methods 3 and 4. In Methods 3, 4 and 5, each indi-
vidual is evaluated against a previous champion from
the opposing genetic algorithm, with the differences
being how the champion is selected. Methods 3 and
4 almost always failed to evolve viable strategies for
cooperation. Method 5 almost always evolved a suc-
cessful strategy for cooperation. That is, it appears
that in this case, the fact that individuals were eval-
uated against a random members of the set of previ-
ous champions help produce a much more robust final
strategy. Further analysis is required to explain this
result in more detail.

Observed behaviors

The preceding describes the performance of the final
strategies which were evolved by the various regimes.

But, what about the strategies (i.e., their behaviors)
themselves? We begin with a description of some com-
mon characteristic sub-behaviors which we observed:

#1 Stop moving after food is consumed.
This is probably the best energy-saving measure
which a strategy can employ.

#2 Stop turning after food is consumed.

#3 Turn slowly after food is consumed.
The food is produced randomly in a torroidal region
whose center is the center of the two-dimensional
world. So, often the agent is facing away from the
center of the world, when the food is consumed and
since it has no sensors telling it where the center is,
this will increase the likelihood (dependent on the
length of an episode) that it will be directed toward
the next food when it appears.

#4 Back up slowly after the food is consumed.
Similar to the previous -- this will increase the likeli-
hood (again, dependent on the length of an episode)
that the agent is located near the center of the world
when the next food appears.

#5 First turn directly toward food, and then move
towards it.
This is the most energy efficient means of reaching
the food, since the minimum distance is traveled.
However, it may not be the fastest way to reach the
food.

For the various competitive task regimes we noted
the following general (combined) behaviors: For
Method 1, all the strategies always went after the food,
moved fast, got about half the food, and stopped mov-
ing after the food was consumed (#1). Some strate-
gies turned slowly after the food was consumed (#3).
For Method 2, the strategies were similar excepl that
they moved slower and stopped turning after the food
was consumed (~2). For Methods 3, 4, and 5, the
differences with Method 1 were that most strategies
turned slowly after the food was consumed (#3), and
a few strategies exhibited behavior similar to the hand-
crafted set which ignored the food when the agent’s
energy level was very high and the food was far away.

For the co-operative task regimes in addition to the
general sorts of behaviors noted above we observed the
following special behaviors: For Method 1, the strate-
gies matched the speed of the hand-crafted set, and
jointly consumed most of the food (except for far away
food). For Method 2, one strategy turned constantly
(even while moving) when its energy was sufficiently
high. For Methods 3 and 4, all except one strategy
learned to stop moving altogether (and hence shared
no food). Method 5 showed the greatest diversity
of behavior: one strategy didn’t stop after the food
was consumed, and so had lower fitness; one strategy
backed slowly after the food was consumed (~ 4); sev-
eral strategies exhibited the turn-then-move behavior
(#5).
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Future directions

While the above observations of the behavior of the
final strategies are useful for purposes of developing
new experiments, and indeed for creating hand-crafted
strategies for the tasks, they provide only anecdotal de-
scriptions of good strategies for these tasks. We are in-
terested in developing objective measures which could
enable one to describe the elementary features of good
strategies and (for the cooperative task) even compati-
ble pairs of good strategies. We have begun doing this
and have measured the following sorts of things:

¯ percentage of food consumed;

¯ average time to reach food;

¯ average speed while food exists;

¯ average speed after food is consumed (see ~1);

¯ average turn rate while food exists;

¯ average turn rate after food is consumed (see ~2);

¯ maximum distance (diameter) traveled from starting
point -- to measure territoriality;

¯ average range between agents -- to measure com-
petitiveness;

After collecting such data for each of the strate-
gies, one is faced with the problem of interpreting
vast amounts of multidimensional data in order to find
behavior-defining patterns of features. We have been
looking at a variety of visualization techniques, par-
ticularly Chernoff faces, in order to find a few really
significant features. Such techniques also permit one
to track the evolution of these features generation by
generation.

We plan to continue the present series of experi-
ments, including variations in the value of the food,
in order to observe when certain of the observed be-
haviors begin to emerge as a function of the available
environmental resources. We also plan to continue our
search for objective features of strategies which might
give us some predictive capabilities for a given strategy
(in terms of these features).

Summary

This paper summarizes our experimental investigation
of alternative evolutionary methods to design behav-
ioral strategies for intelligent robots in multi-agent en-
vironments. Five different evolutionary methods were
compared on two resource gathering tasks. Prelimi-
nary results show that some of these co-evolutionary
methods appear to outperform others (especially on
the cooperative form of the performance task). Fur-
ther work is required to determine the source of these
differences. Our presentation at the Symposium will
include videos showing the latest experimental results
on the simulated robot environment, as well as demon-
strations of our visualization tools. We may also have
videos of testing the results on the mobile robots in
our robot learning laboratory.
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